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Answers to these questions can be found in the “Goat Resource Handbook” 4-H 135R 

1. Say you were evalutating which goat to purchase for showing.  Chapter 2 states that no
matter what type animal you get (dairy, meat, etc.) ____________________________ and
___________________________ are very important.

If you are selecting a doe for breeding stock, what are things that you should look for?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

When you look at a goat’s rear legs, we know we want them to be ideal. What are all the

other things that the rear legs can be if they are not idea? __________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. Look in Chapter 12, whether you own a goat farm or just purchase goats to sell at the fair for
your project, records and budgets are important.  What is the equation for figuring Profit?

_____________________________________________ 

How will you earn an income from your goat?  ___________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Chapter 13 covers the topic of Quality Assurance.  Who is in charge of quality insurance in

the livestock industry? _______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

What is your individual role then in the quality assurance of your animal? _______________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

4. Look in Chapter 15.  Besides being dressed appropriately and being ready yourself, what

things do you need to do the day of the show to make sure your animal is ready?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

How many days in advance to the show should you bathe your goat? __________________
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 Both dairy and meat goats should be clipped prior to the fair.  How long before the show 
should you clip your goat? ________________________________ 

 Why should it be done so far in advance? _______________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

5. In Chapter 13 you learn how to read a medication label. What are the withholding/withdrawal 

times and why is this so important?  ____________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 The quantity of contents is usually give in ______________ units.  One cubic centermeter, 
also known as ______ is the same as ______milliliter (mL).  

6. Chapter 9 talks about Harness Goats.  A harness made of _______________ is better than 
one made of rope or string.  Which strap is the most important? ______________________ 

 What do that strap do? ______________________________________________________ 

 All harness straps should be made ____________________ to allow for ______________ 
of the animal and should fit fairly _____________ to allow ___________________________ 

7. Chapter 6 talks about diseases goats can get. What are the two types of parasites?  
______________________  ________________________ 

 Give a few examples of each type and tell how to best prevent/destroy the eggs and 
breeding of parasites.________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Chapter 3 gives us some insight into how goats are.  The majority of goats a have strong 

____________ instincts.  They develop a very distinctive, comfortable ________________ 

to their pens, pastures, and/barn lots.  We can see that by __________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________. 

 What does knowing this about goats help us to understand what they are experiencing when 

forcibly moved or changes in environment? ______________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Look in Chapter 3.  Define zoonotic diseases and list a few examples: _________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 








